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-the: coiinformation)For: Th0omsihr

From: James H. Taylor
Executive Director

for Operations

Subject:- DISPOSITION OF DEPLETED URANIUM TAILS FROM ENRICHMENT PLANTS

Puroose: To inform the.Commission of the expected evolution
of a unique licensing issue related to uralium enrichment
plants.

This paper informs the Commission of a unique licensing
issue related to disposition of depleted uranium tails from
enrichment plants. In the past, depleted uranium tails
have been considered a resource, not a wasta. Presntly,
there is A surplus of these tails in the Western World. The
U.oS. Department of Energy (DOE) now has about onc billion
pounds of depleted uranium hexafluoride tails in storage.

-CO f 3 eThe U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) soon expects to
start a licensing review of an-enrichment facility. In

8 accordance with newly revised legislation, this will require
tNRC staff to prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS).

The disposition of these tails will be considered in the
EIS. The NRC staff does not know yet what DOE or the private

U - sector will decide on the disposition of depleted uranium
A tails. This paper discusses plausible strategies to be

considered. Since this paper is for information only, it
M -does not contain recomtendatlons. Because the expected

evolution of the otl-s tiipositon is~sue i's -apparent, -the
: {0 ;|lB ... f staff hopes: to obtain Commission eomment If the Commission

wishe s to redirec t evolution, or to have now a more
explicit Commission action'on the issue. -

Backaround: As part of the development of atomic weapons in the early
19'40's, uranium enrichment received its primary impetus from
the United States (U.S.) Manhattan .Engineer District Project.
F -. for many years, until the early-1970's, the U.S. was almost

- . the sole supplier of uranium enrichment services for industrial
applications and to the commercial reactor industry in the

: -Western world. The U.S. Atomic Energy Coission (AEC).
later replaced by the U.S. Energy Research and Developeent
Administration, initially provided these services. Presently,
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) supplies such services.

Contact: NOTE: TO BE .61ADE PUBLICLY AVAI.A3:
L. Roche, NMSS IN 10 WORKING DAYS FROM ~E
X20695 DATE OF THIS PAFVER
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Today, world production of enriched uranium is achieved
primarily through gaseous diffusion and gas centrifuge
processes. Laser techniques such as atomic vapor laser
isotope separation (AVLIS) are still in the developmental
stage. The readily volatile uranium hexafluoride (UF,) is
the chemical form enrichment plants use, in the present
production methods, as feed material.

As a result of experiments conducted during the Manhattan
Project, the centrifuge process was considered the most
likely to succeed in separating uranium isotopes. However,
gaseous diffusion prevailed over the centrifuge method
because of the engineering problems the latter method pre-
sented at the time. Eventually,-these engineering problems
were .resolved. Since the gas centrifuge technique is well
,suited for the separation of heavy isotopes, it is now one
of: the enrichment processes used in both Europe and the Far
East (Japan). In the U.S., Louisiana Energy Services (LES)
is proposing to construct a gas centrifuge facility.

After passing through an enrichment plant, natural uranium
hexafluoride is separated into two fractions,. The smaller
of these fractions is the U-23S enriched product and the
larger fraction is the U-235 depleted tails. If 3 percent
U-235 enriched product with a tails assay of 0.2 percent (
U-235 is desired, 4.5 tonnes* of tails would be generated
for every tonne of product. At a tails assay of 0.3 percent
V.-235, about 5.6 tonnes of tails would be generated for.
every tonne of product. In other terms, for these typical
conditions, only 12 to 15 percent of the feed material ends
up as product; the remainder becomes tails.

Discussion: Since the early 1940's, the U.S. Government has been enriching
uranium and saving virtually all the tails as depleted
UFi (DUF 6). These tails have been considered a resource,

not a waste, because of Uses for depletedg aniuin met and J

the p ,otental use of deplet uranium oxide as breeder-reactor

blanket fuel. -Laser isotope separation techniques such as

AVLIS, if commercialized, could also be used to recover most

of the U-235 in these tails. However, there would be a
tradeoff on whether to feed AVLIS with OUF, tails or natural
uranium at current low prices. The depleted uranium metal
is used in munitions, tank armor, aircraft counter-weights,
and radiation shielding in transport casks for radioactive
material. However, because the U.S. does not have a breeder
reactor program, the demand for DUFg is much less than the
production rate, even with military uses.

In the uranium enrichment industry, metric and English units are used inter-

changeably. The shipping cask's capacity is given in pounds, kilograms (kg) ape
short tons (2.000 pounds). Yet, the amount of enriched product and tails is
given in kilograms and metric tons or tonnes (1,000 kg or about Z,200 pounds).
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Usually, DUFf is stored outdoors, at the gaseous diffusionplants, in Model 48G cylinders, with about 28,000 pounds(12,700 kg) maximum fill limit. (The 48G cylinder itself
weighs about 2,600 pounds). DOE now has on the order of Soox 106 kg of DUF* (5OO,000 tonnes or about one billion pounds)in storage, mainly in 48G cylinders. Presently, there arevarious sizes of cylinders used for storage. For simplicity.if all cylinders are assumed to be the 48G type, and filledto the maximum limit, the DOE inventory of cylinders isapproximately 40,000. In the past, the staff was not awarethat OOE had any specific plans for disposition of DUFG.However, recent communications with DOE personnel seem togindicate that they are studying various options for dispositicnof this material. It should be stressed that DOE does notconsider OLf 6 as waste but as a resource material.

In contrast, at the COGEMA center located in Pierrelatte,-France, the DUFG tails from the EURODIF enrichment plant
have been partially recycled since 1984. The French Ministryof Industry limits the quantity of DUFs tails that can bet tstored onsite at the enrichment plant. For this reason,

7. 'COGEMA's W Plant was commissioned to convert DUF6 tails intoU050 for safer storage and reuse in due time.* and into hydro-
fluoric acid (HF) aqueous solution for current commercial use.a- Based on information from COGEMA and staff calculations,the cost of conversion would add to the price of product apercentage roughly equivalent Xo the percent of U-235 enrich-ment in the product, e.g., if the product were 3.7 percentenriched, the added price per kilogram of product would beabout 3.7 percent.

It should be-noted that HF is a very reactive and corrosivechemical that may cause unusually severe burns. Specialprecautions must be taken when handling it. These character-istics make manufacturing relatively expensiva. Yet, it is- -- -oarketable cause of its wide commercial appl Ications. HF,;D0 Marketed In ~oiut~oistreflgthI of 3, SY 60, -;anid:8 percent,; -- --s used-for ting glass and for cleaning metals (I.e. aspickling acid in stainless-steel and non-ferrous metalmanufacture)

There are large capital expenditures involved in setting upa defluorination plant similar to COGEMA's. But once thisinitial investment is made, this expenditure may be offsetby having the uranium as U308, a more stable form than UF6 .and by potentially marketing the HF for other commercialuses. Presently, there are four maJor companies in the U.S.

* The U30s might be used in France's breeder reactor program or in its --developing laser enrichment program.

... 
. _
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with a total annual production capacity of about 218,000tons (198 x 106 kg) of HF. Anhydrous HF sells for aboutS1.375/ton, and for S1,000/ton if it is 70 percent HFaqueous solution.

In addition, the .S. supply monopoly of the uranium enrich-ment market has changed considerably since the late 1970's.Competition has created a DOE over-capScity estimated ataround 6,000 tonnes of Separative Work (SW)* per yearin 1990 with no significant change forecast for the nextfive years-

I .t is likely that OUF6 will sooner or later-be treated as a
waste, since there is such a surplus of depleted'uraniumavailable. If so, it is a unique form of low-level wastethat would require disposal.

The development of review procedures and licensing requirements
for the disposal of UF6 tails to be generated by an enrichmentfacility depends on the evaluation of.several factors.
These factors are:

1. .Determination of whether tails are a waste or resource

2.. Assessment of the production rate and the chemical andradiological characteristics of the final form of theenrichment process tails

3. DOetermination of the proper waste classification fortails

4. Analysis of disposal options

Each of these factors is discussed in the enclosure.

NotwithstandIng thesePcnsjieretions, NRC soon expects to-start alicensing review f'r an tnrichMent fac ity. In
accord with newly revised legislation, this will require NRC
staff to prepare-an EIS. Tha disposition of tails will be
considered in the EIS. The NRC staff does not know yet whatOOE or the private sector will decide on the disposition ofDUFe.

Political and econoMic factors will undoubtedly have an
- impact on their course of action. Nevertheless, to givethe Comwission a general Idea of plausible strategies, this

paper discusses some, based on present state-of-the-art
technology.

* A Separative Work Unit (SWU) or tonne of SW is a measure of the effort necess -to enrich uranium in the U-235 isotop*,t'and is the basis for the sale of uraniuai_enrichment services. A typical 1,200-megawatt nuclear power plant requiresabout 30 tonnes of enriched uranium per year, equivalent to about 130,000 SWSs.
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The plausible strategies to be considered include:

.. Maintain the current practice in the U.S. and store
DUFg at an enrichment plant site. If a licensee were
to pursue this strategy, NRC would have to impose
certain conditions such as inspection, surveillance, andmaintenance programs. The staff does not expect theseprograms to have much impact on NRC resources. Storage
appears to be relatively cheap and safe. DOE has
found few incidents and safety problems in storing DUFPover long periods. As UFg, the material is considereda resource, and it may offer flexibility to convert to amore desirable chemical form in the future. For example,it may be cheaper to convert DUFF to a more suitablechemical form for AVLIS feed.

On the other hand, this approach leaves open the questions
of final disposal if OUF6 were ultimately considered tobe a waste and not a resource. If released, it may posepotential hazards, te.g., produces toxic Compounds (HF andUO2F2) upon reacting with moisture in ambient air]. NRC
could be open to criticism for not determining final dis-position of this licensed material at an early stage.

2. Continuously convert DUF 6 during the enrichment production
and dispose of converted product. As mentioned previously.
France is converting some of the DUFF to U3O, which isa more stable and environmentally safe form of uranium.Yet, it is still a resource. In addition, HF, which isa byproduct of this conversion, is sold in France forother commercial uses. As UsOs, the material may bestacked in storage containers, saving storage space. Ifconsidered a waste, it could be disposed of by placement
in a mill tailings impoundment or in a LLW facility.(See enclosure.) There are also pol.itical and economiciaplications involved in these possibi: TTfrs "of disposal.

:Thias strategy requires 'les's'-omplex surYi:lance and
:aintenance programs at the enrichment plant site. Butthe conversion process is relatively expensive. It will
also involve NRC resources to license and inspect thenew conversion facility.

3. Conversion of DUFe at end of plant life and disposition
of converted material. This is a combination of
Strategies 1 and 2, with similar advantages and disad-vantages. Ultimate disposition of UVOe, or any otherform of converted product, must be made in due time.
This material may be used as a resource for not yet
defined uses. in the future. As mentioned in Strategy 2.if UjoN is considered a waste, it will require final
disposal (See enclosure).
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Conclusions: The need to address the final disposition of DUF6 tails frQthe enrichment plant has been discussed with the prosaectiveapplicant, LES. However, LES has not indicated its choice ofoptions. Under 10 CFR 70.25, the applicant must providefinancial assurances for decommissioning. Since NRC doesnot regulate DOE, this will have an economic effect on LESbut not on DOE. As discussed previously, defluorination of OUFFis currently being done in France. Annually, the -major product.at the COGEMA defluorination plant are 7,000 tonnes of U301,which are stored as a future fuel resource, and 4,300 tonnesof 70 percent aqueous solution of HF, which are sold forcurrent industrial applications.

There are several factors that will influence LES' (or anyother U.S. enrichment plant's) final disposition of DuFe.There are large capital expenditures involved in setting upa defluorination plant similar to COGEMA's. But once thisinitial investment is -made, this expenditure may be offsetby having the uranium as U30S, a more stable form than UFG,and by potentially marketing the HF for other commercialuses. In the future, there may be reasons to restrict orlimit the amount of OUFs stored on site. In conclusion,disposition of tails from an enrichment plant presents aunique licensing issue.- The staff anticipates that theseissues will be further evaluated in the EIS for the LESplant and in the licensing process.

Coordination: The Office of the General Counsel has reviewed this paperand has no legal objection.

/7yxecutive Director
for Operations

Enclosure:
Factors InVOlved in the Disposition

of Depleted Uranium Kexafluoride
(DUF.) Tails
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ENCLOSURE

FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE DISPOSITION OF DEPLETED URANIUM
HEXAFLUORIDE DUF 6 TAILS

Developing review procedures and licensing requirements for disposing ofDUFF tails generated by an enrichment facility depends on evaluating thefollowing factors:

1. Determination of whether tails are a waste or resource

2. Assessment of the production rate and the chemical and radiologicalcharacteristics of the final form of the enrichment process tails
3. Determination of the proper waste classification for uraniumhexafluoride (UFO) tails

4. Analysis of disposal options

Each of these factors is discussed in the following paragraphs. However, itshould be noted that without knowing the specifics of the enrichment process,the following discussion must be generic. The amount of UF tails and theiractivity depend on specifics such as the uranium-235 content of the feedand the efficiency of the process used for enrichment.

DETERMINATION OF WHETHER THE TAILS ARE A WASTE OR RESOURCE
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has considered, in the past, thatUF6 tails were a resource for future use as blanket material for breederreactors, for munitions, and for other purposes where the high density ofuranium metal is desirable, (e.g., aircraft counterweights). DOE stores theDUFe in 10- to 14- ton steel cylinders at its three gaseous diffusion plantsites. About 40,000 cylinders have been used to store approximately onebillion pounds of OUFO, increasing at the rate of about 40,000,000 pounds peryear.

Th, 'recently, pase Ofense Appropriton il .for 1991. Include' A rvsofor the V G tovnmt to iCqures sources for the Nati 02 ensestockpile, 36 million pounds of depletd trCaniu metal, over a period of 10years. This amounts to about 5.3 million pounds of DUF* per year, which isonly 0.5 percent of the stored DUFO' or about 7.5 percent of the DUFg createdper year in the United States. In other ords, acquisition of depleted uraniummetal for the National Oefense stockpile witl have little effect on the tailsdisposition situation and a daterminatiobnof whether the tails are waste or aresource. Inasmuch as the United States has no current plans for breederreactors, and the uses for depleted uranium metal are limited, any determination
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ils aie a resource will likely have to be made on a policy cr
pis. For the purposes of this paper, the rest of the discussion
DUF, tails are waste, requiring conversion to a chemically stable
-opriate disposal.

THE PRODUCTION RATE AND THE CHEMICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
FORM OF ENRICHMENT PROCESS TAILS

viously, a thorough analysis of the UFO product to tails ratio, is
without a detailed description of the planned enrichment process.
following generic facts are known. Approximately. 8 to- 90 percent
ocessed through an enrichment facility are returned as tails. For
roduce 1,000 kg of 3 percent U-235 enriched uranium, approximately
ranium feed would be put through the enrichment process, and
5,000 kg of 0.25 percent U-235 OUF, tails would be generated.*
ils output from the U.S. reactor enrichment services is 20,000

I at room temperature and pressure, but it is volatile and
i degrees centigrade. When exposed to moisture, UFO will
produce uranyl fluoride and hydrofluoric acid. Both products are
er and pose potential health hazards. Although UFP is not listed
, w , both uranyl fluoride and hydrofluoric acid are

Pru_...ction Agency (EPA) hazardous wastes. The chemical
,y disposal of UF, will most certainly necessitate conversion to
form before disposal. The most stable of the uranium fluorides
ch the hexafluoride is easily reduced. However, conversion to
her oxides offers even greater stability. Regardless of the
cess, hydrogen fluoride recovery could possibly be an economic
conversion. For purposes of this paper, it will be assumed that
be converted to uranium oxide.

OF THE PROPER WASTE CLASSIFICATION FOR UP6 TAILS

1.5P, the _Comissiofln may authorite other provisions for the
-nd chiracteritic5 o-f waste, on a specific basis. This will
after evaluation Of the specific characteristics of the waste,
and method of disposal, the Comission finds reasonable
impliance with the performance objectives of Subpart C of
trison of depleted uranium tails to uranium mill tailings, LLW
waste (HLW) can provide insight into alternate disposal options.

laser enrichment process might have a very different
characteristios than tails from the gaseous diffusion or gas

esses.
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depleted uranium tails from the enrichment pOcess are source material nd, if
waste, are included within the deffnition of LLW, and could be disposed of in a
LLW disposal facility licensed under 10 CFR Part 61, if in proper wast, form.

, Review of the Environmental Impact Statement supporting 10 CFR Part 61 shows
; : that although NRC considered the disposal of uranium and UFO conversion

facility source terms in the analysis supporting Part 61, NRC did not cons1itr
disposal of large quantities of depleted uranium from an enrichment facility in
the waste streams analyzed because there was no commercial source at that time
Therefore, analysis of the disposal of depleted uranium tails from an
enrichment facility at a Part 61 LLW disposal facility should be conducted
similar to the pathway analyses conducted in support of Part 61. Under 10 CFR
61.55(a), DUF6 tails are Class A wastes. However, if stored or disposed of in
48G casks, they would not meet the minimum waste form requirements in 10 CFR

- ~61.56(a).-

It is customary for the provider of the enrichment service to offer the
depleted uranium tails, together with the enriched product, to its customer.
The general expectation is that the customer will decline to accept the
depleted uranium tails. In the present competitive market, it is also likely
that the enrichment plant would agree to keep these tails. Then, there are
several possible scenarios concerning the responsible entity that would
regulate the offsite disposal of the depleted uranium tails.

One scenario is to assume LES to be the enrichment plant accepting the
depleted uranium tails and converting them to a proper waste form for final
disposal. Classification of these converted tails as LLW, under the current
provisions of the Low Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 198s,
therefore, makes the State of Louisiana- an Agreement State, th entity that
would regulate the offsite disposal of depleted uranium tails. Depending on
the details of the central compact of which Louisiana is a member, classifica-
tion of these tails as LLW could automatically require the compact facility to
accept the tails for disposal. But conversion of these tails on the LES site
would change the nature of the enrichment plant license, and the NRC would have
to address the issue.

Another scenario could be for the renichment plant to send the dtpl lte4 tals
::to be~converted to~ a Fproperwaste r to a processing plant in anotIer State,
with access to a LIM disposal facility, therefore, likely providing a route
for final disposal. It the processing plant is, however, in a State that does
not have access to a LLW disposal facility, final disposition of the tails may
be cumbersome.

If we compare the radiological characteristics of depleted uranium tails with
the radiological characteristics of uranium mill tailings, and with LLW and
HLW, the depleted uranium tails from the enrichment process appear to more
closely resemble uranium mill tailings. However, the differences are
sufficient to consider them a unique waste form.
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ANALYSIS OF DISPOSAL OPTIONS

If DUFs tails are determined to be waste, there appear to be three options
that might be considered for disposal of the tails after conversion to a more
chemically stable fore of uranium. The options would need additional
investigation by an applicant and the staff. to determine their acceptability.

1. Legally, the tails are considered source material and can be disposed of
as LLW waste under the requirements of 10 CFR Part 61. As stated previously,
detailed pathway analysis of depleted uranium, as conducted in the development
of 10 CFR Part 61, should be conducted following the provisions of
10 CFR 61.58. Section 61.58 states: "The Comission may, upon request or
on its own initiative, authorize other provisions for the classification
and characteristics of waste, on a specific basis, if, after evaluation, of
the specific characteristics of the waste, disposal site, and method of
disposal, it finds reasonable assurance of compliance with the performance
objectives in Subpart C af this part."'

2. The second option is to dispose of the depleted uranium in an existing
uranium mill tailings impoundment and apply the regulatory provisions of
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 40. Once again, pathway analysis should be
conducted to ensure protection of the public health and safety from the
addition of concentrated UsOs to the impoundments. In addition, the
disposal of the tails in this manner ultimately will involve land transfer
of tailings disposal areas to the Federal Government.

3. The third option is to dispose of the depleted uranium in a separate
facility licensed under Part 61, also applying the provisions of
10 CFR 61.58.


